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Abstract. We report a study of the UV photolysis of I," in alcohol solutions. using
femtosecond time-resolved transient transmission experiments. We interpret our
results to indicate that photoexcitation leads to direct formation. within 300 fs, of
diiodide ions which are vibrating coherently. The time scales for vibrationaldephasing,
vibrational relaxation. and reorientation of the fragment ions are 400 fs, 4 PSt and 5 PSt
respectively. UV transient transmission experiments were conducted in order to
characterize the time scales for recombination. Recombination takes place on several
time scales. A fast component is assigned to primary recombination, followed by
vibrational relaxation on the ground state of I,-. The prominence ofthis recombination
route is found to be.strongly dependent on the solvent. Finally, time domain quantum
simulation techniques are employed in order to gain insight into the nature of the
nascent diiodide vibrational distribution, and to introduce a semiquantitative model
for the stage of bond fission for isolated ions.

INTRODUCTION
Recentexperimentshaveconvincinglydemonstratedthe
utilityof femtosecond laserspectroscopy for the studyof
intramolecular dynamics in real time. At the expense of
certainty concerning the energy content of impulsively
photoexcitedmolecules, intramolecular vibrations and
chemical rearrangements can be induced in the form of
coherent nuclearmotion, and followedin real time by a
variety of pump-probe spectroscopies.' It is hard to
overestimate thepotentialof thisapproachto the studyof
photochemical dynamics in condensed phases. Due to
irreversible solvent-induced relaxation, the excess en
ergy impartedon the products is rapidly dissipated. It is
therefore impossible to reconstruct the critical stage of
bond fission or formation by probing the productsafter
the fact. The rapid rate of solvent-induced electronic
dephasing limits the utility of resonance Raman as a
method of gaining insight into the course of photoin
duced chemicalreactions in solution," Only through the
application of direct real time spectroscopic probing,
with timeresolutioncapableof resolvingboth intra-and
intermolecular motions in the liquid phase, will it be
possibleto unravelsolutionchemicaldynamicsindetail.

Thephotodissociation ofiodine inliquidsolutionsbas

served as a model dissociation reaction, and has been
studied extensively using ultrafast spectroscopicmeth
ods" andtheoreticalmodeling.'Picosecondtime-resolved
laser spectroscopyhas been used to gain a quantitative
picture of solvent caging, curve crossing, geminate re
combination, and vibrationalrelaxationon the X and B
states of iodine. Impulsive photoexcitation of iodine
solutions on the femtosecond time scale has recently
allowed direct observation of coherent intramolecular
vibration, dephasing,andpredissociationontheBstatein
a series of solvents.'

In the work reported here, we applied femtosecond
laser flash photolysis to study the dynamicsof triiodide
ionphotodissociation andrecombination inalcoholsolu
tions," The extensionof ultrafast investigation of photo
dissociation in liquids to a triatomicsystem adds many
interesting dynamic observables to the process, while
keeping it within the reach of detailed theoretical treat
ments via moleculardynamicsor other techniques.'Ex
cess energy deposition into internal motionsof the mo
lecular fragment, and its subsequentrelaxation into the
bulk, are just examplesof this dynamical richness.The
possibility of coherence propagating from the stage of
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bond fission to product states in isolated molecules has
been demonstrated by Zewail and coworkers in their
study of Hgl, photolysis," The molecular ion we are
experimenting with here is especially interestingdue to
the strong interactionsbetween it and the solvent mol
ecules, the dramatic changes in charge distributionfol
lowingphotoexcitation, and thefact thatall intramolecu
lar motionsof the parent and fragment ions are directly
time resolvablewith our laser system.

In the following we willpresent recent results on the
photodissociation of triiodide in polar solvents:

1
3
- ~ ~-. + I· (1)

Very rapid evolution in the absorption data is inter
pretedas due to directbondcleavagewithinroughly300
fs. Oscillations and overall decays in the data for the
visibleand nearIRspectralregions,immediately follow
ingdissociation, are thesignatureof coherentvibrational
motion and subsequentvibrationalpopulationdecay in
the nascent Iz- fragments. Photoselective probing meth
ods are applied to detect parent and fragment ion
reorientation, and observedoptical density variationsin
the UV are analyzed in terms of various phases of
geminaterecombination. Finally, time-domain quantum
simulation techniques are employed in order to gain
insightinto thenatureof the nascentdiiodidevibrational
distribution, and to introduce a semiquantitative model
for the stage of bond fission for isolated ions.

SPECTROCHEMUCALBACKGROUND
The triiodideion is linearand symmetricin solution,and
stablein manypolarsolvents," The absorptionspectraof
triiodidein ethanolconsistsof twobands whosespectral
assignment has been the subject of debate." The most
commonexplanationis thatexcitationleads to dissocia
tive states correlatingwith ~- (21:

u
+) in the ground state,

and 1(1)) in eitherof its lowest spin orbit states." Polar
ized absorptionexperiments on 13- in crystals proved'"
thatboth transitionsare polarizedparallelto themolecu
lar axis. The first suggestionof the consequencesof the
primaryphotochemical stepas leadingtodirectdissocia
tionaccordingtoreaction1was basedonCWscavenging
experiments."Later studies,usingflashphotolysis,pro
videdfurtherevidencefor thisassumption,throughmea
surementsof the decay kineticsat longer times."

Our workis the first attempt to resolve the early time
dynamics involving the process of fragment formation.
The only existing information relevant to the stage of
photocleavage comesfromResonanceRaman (RR) spec
tra, recorded with excitation sources falling within the
near UV absorption bands of the triiodide ion. The UV
RRspectruminsolution," and incrystallattices,IS shows

a long progression of the symmetricstretch, indicating
that the initial motion on the excited-state potential is
predominantly directed along this coordinate.Calcula
tions of the potentials of triiodide have concentrated
mainlyonexplainingthehypervalentnatureof thechemi
cal bondin this molecule," and detailedorbitalmapping
of thegroundstateshowstheexcessnegativechargetobe
distributedevenlybetweenthe end atoms, whilea small
positivechargeis lefton the centralatom.We knowof a
single attempt that has been made to calculate one
dimensional cuts along the symmetricand asymmetric
coordinates." Theresultsdo notclearlyexplain why the
primaryphotochemical step shouldproceed by reaction
1, and the possibility of more than one dissociation
channelshouldbeconsidered. Thestabilizationenergyof
the triiodideionwithrespecttodissociation intoaniodine
molecule,and iodide ion in the gas phase, is -1 eV.18 We
must stress that thisresult is for the isolatedion,and that
in solution the I:iIfO for this process is considerably
lower."

The diiodideradicalhasbeen studiedin solution,zo as
acolorcenterincrystals," andmorerecentlyitsphotodis
sociation and recombination have been probed in real
time, both in solution" and in gas-phaseclusters." The
electronicabsorptionspectrumiscomposedof twobands
- one in the near UV, partly overlappingthe triiodide
absorptionspectra,and the other in the near IR centered
at -740 nm in ethanol." This band is very distinct from
the 1

3
- absorptions, and its temporal evolution in our

experiments will be a key issue in the interpretation. In
both ions the absorption spectrum is not drastically de
pendenton solvent in the polar liquids studied.In polar
izedabsorption experiments ondiiodideas a colorcenter
in crystals, both transitions were found to be polarized
paralleltothe molecularaxis.2SGas-phasepotentialcurves
for thismoleculehavebeen calculatedusingexperimen
tal data," and are reproduced in Fig. 1 along with the
assignedspectroscopic transitions.InTable 1wepresent
relevantinformation on triiodideanddiiodidealongwith
moleculariodine for comparison. The knowngas-phase
energetics,and solutionthermochemical informationon
this reaction are summarized in Fig. 2. Using a pump
pulseat 308nm,wefindtheexcessenergyin thephotoly
sis tobe approximately 1.3eVintoground-statediiodide,
and atomic iodine in the excited spin-orbitstate.

Iodine atoms are also formed in the dissociation.
SolvatedI· inpolarsolventsisknowntoabsorbweaklyin
the nearUVspectralregion" (inethanol,thecenterof the
band is at 400 om with e =1400M-I em:'). The charge
transfertransition involved, and thedecaykineticswhich
proceedon a nano-tomicrosecondtimescale,havebeen
studiedindifferentsolvents.zO,28 Sincewewillbeconcen
trating on spectral regions outside the range of atomic
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iodine absorption, and will be observing species with
much higher extinction coefficients, the free atoms are
not expected to be important in our interpretation.

EXPERIMENTAL
Our laser system is similar to others reported in the literature."
Here an outline of the pulse generation scheme is given, with
emphasis on novel aspects. A schematic diagram of the appara
tus is presented in Fig. 3. The source of femtosecond pulses is
an anti-resonant ring synch-pumpeddye laser constructed in the
lab, and operating at 82 MHz with the Rhodamine 6G I DODeI

dye pair. The reflectors surrounding the Rhodamine jet and the
DODCI jet are of 10- and 5-em radii ofcurvature respectively.
The gain dye jet is commercial (Coherent), and that for the
saturable absorber homemade, with a pathlength of 10-20
microns. The laser was run with 4 Brewster prisms, without
spectral aperturing.

The dye laser is pumped with the frequency-doubled output
of an acousto-optically mode-locked and power-stabilized
(± 1 %) Nd:YLF laser (Quantronix 417) for which we supplied
a custom-made RF source as part of an active stabilization
scheme for the dye cavity. Synch-pumped femtosecond dye
lasers are so stringently dependent upon cavity length that. in
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Fig. 2. A schematic energy diagram which includes the origins
ofground and excited states ofthe 1

3
- ion, along with those ofthe

relevant asymptotic decomposition channels in the gas phase.
The stabilization energy of the lowest decomposition channel
by solvation is also included. The pump photon energy used in
the experiment is depicted, and the possible processes which
may lead from either excited states to the exit channels consis
tent with our data are included as dashed arrows. The resonance
energies for the UV transitions have been taken from solution
data.
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Fig. 1. The gas phase potential curves of the diiodide ion are
depicted, including the transition which gives rise to the near IR
band studied here. These curves are derived from the work of
Chen and Wentworth."

Table 1. Collection of physicochemical data for tri- and diiodide along with iodine for comparison

Equilibrium bond length (A)

Max absorption concn
(M.lem-I)

Vibrational frequencies
(car")

Relative stabilization 
gas phase (eV)

Relative stabilization 
in solution (eV)

2.9

£(352) = 2.3*104
<

£(290) = 3.8*1D4

v1 = 111 '
vz= 70
v

3
= 143

to Iz + 1-: -1&
to Iz' + I: -1.7

to Iz + 1-:-.25 i

Iz' Iz
3.15b 2.661"

£(375) = 9400 d £(540) = 900
£(725) =3500

1141 214.5-

to I + I: 1.58b

(a) Average value in crystals, ref9b. (b) ref 26. (c) ref 10. (d) ref 24. (e) ref 14b, andGabes, W.; Gerding, H.J. Mol. Struct.1972,
14: 267. (f) Tripathi, G.N.R.; Schuler, R.H.; Fessenden, R.W. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1985,113: 563. (g) ref 18. (h) Huber, K.P.;
Herzberg, G. Constants ofDiatomic Molecules; Van Nostrand Reinhold: New York, 1979. (i) ref 19.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of laser setup; ML-YLF - mode-locked Nd:YLF laser, LBO- heated noncritically phase-matched
LBO doubling crystal, ARD- anti-resonant ring dye laser, PZ - piezoelectric positioner for output coupler, PD - photodiode,
PC - Pockel's cell, HVD -high voltage driver, AC - autocorrelator, QS- Q-switch, RA-YLF -regenerative amplifier, DC
- dye cell, SA - saturable absorber, MT - master timer, RF - radio frequency synthesizer, SU - servo unit

most cases, active stabilization is required both for long- and
short-term stability of operation." We have chosen to achieve
this by combining the control of the cavity length via a piezo
electric actuator for correcting low frequency'drift' , with slight
variations of the RF frequency going to the mode-locker for
correcting effective cavity length fluctuations at high frequen
cies,

The correction signal is generated by dispersing the beam
transmitted through a cavity high reflector onto a single PIN
photodiode. The difference between the current signal from the
photodiode and an adjustable DC current source generates a
correction signal which is passed through high- and low-pass
filters. The high frequencies are fed into the RF-generating
crystal oscillator. This oscillator has a frequency which is DC
voltage controlled (Vectron), and its output is used for mode
locking. The low-frequency components of the correction sig
nal are amplified in a high-voltage amplifier, and the output fed
into the piezoelectric positioner. In this configuration the piezo
electric actuator corrects for perturbations at frequencies from
DC up to nearly 1 Hz, and the RF for variations from 1 to 200

Hz. The slight variations in the RF frequency required to
stabilize the dye laser (±1O Hz) have no detrimental effects on
the YLF laser operation. The typical outputof the stabilizeddye
laser are pulses containing 0.4 nJ of energy with a duration of
60 fs and a central frequency of 615 om. The described stabili
zation renders the laser operable continuously with high stabil
ity for hours, without recourse to pneumatic isolation of the
optical platform.

Amplification of the dye laser pulses is performed in a
synchronous 3-stage dye amplifier which is pumped by the
doubled outputofaNd:YLF Regenerative Amplifier (RA). The
RA is constructed around a commercial CW YLF cavity
(Quantronix, 117) prepared for operation as an RA operating at
76 MHz. After adjustment of the:cavity length for operation at
82 MHz, acousto-optic (Newport Electro Optics), and electro
optic (Laser Metrics) modulators were added to the amplifier.
The electro-optic modulator is configured as a Pockel's cell
using a homemade avalanche transistor driver. The single pulse
selection and seeding of the RA is performed as previously
described. The maximum output of the RA is 3.5-mJ pulses at
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Fig. 4. Transient transmission data at early delay times for two
wavelengths situated to the red (880 nm), and to the blue (620
nm), of A..... for the thermally-relaxed near IR band ofdiiodide
(both scans in parallel pump and probe polarization configura
tion). The inset depicts a portion of the data on an expanded
scale to clearly demonstrate the opposed phase of the oscilla
tions in either scan.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Transient transmission data following 308-nm excitation
were collected at a series of wavelengths throughout the
visible, the near IR, and at the excitation frequency. A full
description of all these results can be found elsewhere."
Since our interpretation hinges mainly on our transmis
sion observations in the near IR and red spectral region,
and at the wavelength of excitation at 308 nm, we will
discuss only these aspects here. The transient changes in
transmission in the red portion of the visible and at 308
nm are associated predominantly with the product and
reactant ions respectively. We will, accordingly, discuss
our results for these spectral regions separately. All
preliminary results pertaining to solvents other than etha
nol will be stated as such, and all other results will pertain
to ethanol solutions only.

Red and Near IR
We primarily focused on this portion of the spectrum

since, as pointed out in Spectrochemical Background, at
long delay times it is deemed to be dominated by absorp
tion of the product diiodide ions." In the scans in Fig. 4
we present the short time variation of transmission at 2
probe wavelengths following pbotoexcitation. A sudden

arepetition rate of 1kHz, with apeak-to-peak stability of3-5%.
Theduration of these light pulses was not directly measured but
is expected to be similar to that ofthe seed pulses, 70-100 ps.
In our experiments the output was limited to 1.2 mJ per pulse,
andfrequency doubled with an efficiency of -50% in KTP.

The doubled RA pulses are combined collinearly with the
dye laser pulses in three amplification stages containing
sulfarhodamine 640 in a mixture of water and methanol, pro
ducing amplified pulses with an average energy of 25 j.iJper
pulse, at the repetition rate of 1 kHz. After compensation for
group velocity dispersion in a prism pair, the duration of these
pulses was identical to that prior to the amplification. Excitation
pulses were generated by doubling the fundamental pulses in a
0.5 mm KDP crystal (Quantum Technology), providing 0.5-1
J.1..T of energy at 308 nm. Cross-correlation times between the
doubled and fundamental pulses were measured in an Optical
Kerr Effect (OKE) experiment in a thin flow of neat solvent
(-200 11m pathlength); typical Kerr cross-correlation times
were 100-110 fs long. White light probe pulses were generated
in a static cell of Dp, with lO-nm-wide interference filters for
spectral isolation. OKE signals were derived for these pulses
also, and produced similar cross-correlation times. These sig
nals were also used to determine zero of relative pump-probe
delay. Special care was taken to ensure complete spatial overlap
between pump and probe pulses by measuring transmittance of
the beams through a small pinhole. The diameter of the probe
beam was always smaller than the pump beam spot in the
overlap region (typically by about 75%). This procedure is
repeated every time the probe wavelength is changed since the
size, shape, and focal behavior of the probe beam are wave
length dependent.

A typical problem encountered when using white light
segments for probe spectral tunability is that of obtaining
reliable relative absorption values at different probe wave
lengths. The transient absorption at each wavelength is mea
sured in a separate scan, and varying conditions may cause a
substantial error in the relative absorption values. We have
minimized this potential error source (where necessary) by
taking a few precautions. First of all, experiments were con
ducted using similar pump intensities and triiodide concentra
tions. In addition, at the beginning of a new set of transmission
scans, absolute transient transmission values at a specific wave
length (620 nm) were measured, and these served to calibrate
the relative measurements taken in that set.

Data acquisition was achieved through an SSH module
(simultaneous sample and hold, Data Translation) and AID
converter (DAS8-PG, Metrabyte) and processed in a 286 per
sonal computer. The experimental observable is the transient
differential transmittance (MIlo), and at each data point the
signal was averaged for 50 pulses under the criterion that pump
energy falls typically within a ±4% window. The signal was
further improved by repetitive scans (in the cleanest scans up to
200 times). I,-solutions were prepared by dissolving iodine and
KI (best available commercial purity) in ethanol (G.R. or
spectroscopic quality, Merck), and concentration determined
spectrophotometrically to be -3 mM. The solution was run
through a free-flowing jet, or a quartz flow cell, with an optical
path length of 200 11, in order to prevent temporal response
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 4, for triiodide solution in water.

rise in absorption is observed throughout theredportion
of the spectrum, the duration of which is limited by our
system response. Atall theprobedwavelengths between
880and550om,thisriseis followed bya rapidreduction
in absorption which goeson to a delayof nearly300fs,
givingwayto a stageof leveling off or slightincrease of
absorption. During the latter,weak damped oscillations
in the opticaldensity are observed at all probe frequen
cies. In particular, the phaseof these oscillations differs
by ht radians uponchanging theprobewavelength from
620om(to theblueofAm.. [1

2
-D, to 880om(to theredof

A.m.. [~-D. Thisisdemonstrated intheinsetofFig.4onan
expanded scale.Atall of the probe wavelengths usedin
thisspectral rangetheperiodic modulations of transmis
sioncannotbetracedall thewaybackto t =0,andappear
only after the first rapid fall in 00. A crudeprocess of
curve fitting of the oscillations provides a central fre
quency of 94±5em:' anda damping timeof450±50fs.
The agreement with the data is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Thisqualitative behavior hasalsobeenobtainedfor this
reaction in additional solvents such as water (Fig. 6).
Evenbeforefullquantitative analysis, thisdemonstrates
the generality andreproducability of thisobservation in
a seriesof polarsolvents.

At longer times, the transient transmission data de
pictedinFig.7exhibitfrequency-dependent nearlyexpo
nentialchanges intheabsorption, witha timeconstantof
-4 ps. The variations observed consistof a reduction of
absorption in the wings of the band, an increase in
absorption atA._, andconstitute anoverallnarrowing of
the740-omband.

0.8 -r-'-----------------,

-0.4 +-----'~-_._----__r-------l

Time (fs)

Fig. 5. An approximate fit of the modulations in transient
transmission of 620-nm probe pulses by an exponentially de
caying harmonic oscillation. See text for details.
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Asameansofprobing theoIientationalmemory ofthe
product ions and the dynamics of their reorientation, a
seriesofphotoselectivetransient transmissionscanswere

Fig. 7. Long-term transient transmission data as a function of
probe delay for a series of wavelengths around, and in the center
of, the near IR band of ~-. These scans, which were taken at
'magic angle' relative pump and probe polarizations, thus
eliminating any reorientational contributions, clearly demon
strate an overall narrowing of the band during the first few
picoseconds after dissociation is complete. The error in the
relative transmission values at the different wavelengths is
estimated to be -20% (see description in experimental part for
details).
Legend:
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uv
Thetimeevolution of transmission at thephotolyzing

wavelength has been recorded in order to follow the
processoftriiodiderecombinanon.f-"Thisispossiblein
light of the negligible optical density of diiodide and
iodideionsat thiswavelength. Unlikethe scanswe have
presented in the visible, where photolysis has induced
absorption inanotherwise transparentsolution, intheUV
we expect to observe an induced bleach or increase of
transmission asa resultof irradiation at 308om.Manyof
the scans presented pertain to triiodide solutions which
arefarfrombeingopticallythin.Wetherefore presentour
results in the formof transientvariations in 00.

Figure9 presentsdata in theUV at delaysof up to70
ps, utilizing a magicanglepolarization combination for
thepumping andprobingpulses.Theinsertportraysonly
thefirstfewps. An instantaneous bleach, uponwhichare
superimposed rapidly decaying oscillations, which ex
hibit a periodof nearly300 fs, and a decay timeof -1.5
ps, is observed. Unlike the modulations in transmission
observedin the red, these are retraceable all the way to
t = O. Thedistinctnatureofthe oscillations observed here
from those recorded in the visible is exemplified in the
Fourier transforms depicted in Fig. 10. The transform
derived from the UV data is higher in frequency and
narrower thanthe transform of the620-ommodulations.
The central frequency of the former coincides with the
frequencyofsymmetricalstretch vibrationsinthetriiodide
ions.

At longerdelaytimestheabsorption in theUVunder
goesreplenishment (Fig.9), anddoesnot takeplaceona
single time scale. In ethanol this replenishment is well
characterized by twoexponential decays, the firstwitha
characteristic timeof 5 ± I ps anda contribution of 20%

contribute no more than 10% to theobservedsignalsfor
the triiodide samples at the highest pump powers. By
reducing the excitation power, a regime was reached
whereperfectly linearpowerdependence was observed
and all of the salientfeatures reportedweremanifestin
the signal, including the oscillations in the opticalden
sity.Wherever possible, we presentdatacollectedunder
suchconditions. Only for the finestdetailsof the signal
oscillations will we presentresultsoutsidethis regime.

The issue of concentration was investigated to test
whether the signal was related to higher aggregates of
iodineand iodide, or to ionpairs in theethanolsolvent.33

This was studiedby following the kineticsof transmis
sion probing at 620 om,after dilutionof the solution by
a factor of 6. The time-evolution characteristics of the
signalwerefoundtobe identical at boththeseconcentra
tions. We therefore conclude that no artifactsrelated to
excessive concentration of the triiodide ionsarepresent.

(2)
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Fig. 8. Transient transmission at 620 for VH (- upper curve),
and VV (- - - -lower curve) relative pump and probe polariza
tions. In the same scan we depict the degree of absorption
anisotropy, (... right Y axis) calculated according to eq 2, and fit
to a single exponential from 2 ps delay on (- right Y axis).
Possible reasons for the low initial valueof r(0) are discussed in
the text.

-0.3
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As observed in the figure, the initialvalueof the anisot
ropy, - +0.2, lies well below the maximum expected
value for parallel transitions of 0.4.31 The anisotropy
exhibitstwophasesof decay: The first is very rapidand
iscompleted within0.7ps.Thesecondisfittedtoasingle
exponential with a time constantof 5 ps.

Theresultsreportedwerecheckedforartifactsrelated
totwoissues: (l) thehighintensity of theexcitation fields
and(2) the relatively highconcentration of the triiodide
ionsintheethanolsolution (- 3roM). Inordertocheckfor
the former, an intensitydependence of the signalampli
tudeat various delaytimesasa function of theexcitation
pulse energy was followed. At the highest excitation
intensities experimented with,a slight nonlinearity was
detected, which leads to an accentuation of the initial
instantaneous rise in signal,along with some long-term
nondecaying absorption background." In the neat sol
ventwedetecteda weakabsorption signal,theamplitude
of which wasproportional to theexcitation pulseenergy
squared. Uponadditionof iodideionsthesamenonlinear
signal was observed. We estimate this nonlinearity to

-\.I

run.For identicalconditions, the transmission transients
weremeasured onceforparallelrelativepolarizations of
pump and probe (VV), and once with perpendicular
linearpolarizations (VH). Resultscollectedat620nmare
depictedinFig. 8 forearlyandintermediate delaytimes.
The anisotropy plottedis calculatedaccording to eq 2:
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Fig. 12. Transient bleach data in ethanol solution at 308 om,
taken forVV(-upper curve), andVH (- - - lowercurve ) pump
probe relative polarizations. Plotted on the same figure is the
anisotropy of the bleach (... right Y axis), fitted to a single
exponential decay of 15 ps (-- right Y axis).

Fig. 11. Transient bleach kinetics at long delays for triiodide
solutions in ethanol. and in isobutanol.

ethanolaredepictedtogetheras transientOD scans in Fig.
II. As in the case of ethanol we candiscern two early
phasesofabsorption replenishment, however in theheavier
alcohol the initial rapid stage of replenishmentis differ
ent inappearance,andmuchmorepronouncedthan in the
case of ethanol. It alone correspondsto nearly 50% of a
complete rejuvenationof the triiodideOD, and is mark
edly nonexponentialin appearance,The longer portions
of transmissionchangeshavenotyetbeenrecoveredwith
confidencefor isobutanolsolution,and this aspectof the
signal is currently under study.

Bleachkineticsat308omwerestudiedphotoselectively,
as in the case of the 620-nm experiments, in order to
followreorientationof the triiodidereactants.Thedecay
of bleach anisotropyat 308 nm for the ethanol solutions
is shownin Fig. 12,and fit by an exponentialwitha time
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to the replenishment, and the second characterizedby a
time scale of 75 ± 10 ps, and a contributionof -40 % to
the replenishment. With the completion of both these
phases of recovery, a residual -40 % of the bleach is
thereforeleft intact.Inorder to test thedependenceof the
replenishment kinetics on the nature of the solvent, a
similar scan was run in isobutanol. The results for the
bleach kinetics in the UV both for isobutanol and for
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Fig. 10. Fourier transforms of the oscillatory features in the
transient transmission data at early times after subtraction ofthe
slower background features. Presented are data from probe
frequencies at 620 DID and 308 DID.
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Fig. 9. Magic angle transient bleach scans at the pump wave
length for long probe delays in ethanol solution. Also shown is
the best fit to a hi-exponential decay (solid line). The inset
expands the initial 5 ps of bleach evolution where strong
modulations of the transmission signal are observed.
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constant of 15 ps, decaying 3 times slower than the
anisotropy ofthe photoinduced absorptions in the visible.
The initial value of the anisotropy factor is 0.3, substan
tially higher than the initial value of-0.2 measured at 620
nm. It is, however, lower than the theoretical limit of 0.4
for pump and probe into a strongly allowed parallel
transition. It is likely that this is due to the saturation ofthe
1

3
- absorption in the front portions ofthe flowing sample. 31

DISCUSSION

Assignment ofRed/Near IR Transients
Sorting out our results must begin with the red and

near IR spectral region. This requires first dealing with
the instantaneous appearance of absorption over this
entire spectral range. From the temporal profile of this
rise, and its appearance symmetrically around the inde
pendently-determined zero of delay time, we conclude
that this absorption must beclosely associated with the
excited state of 1

3
- , It must bestressed that, as pointed out

by others," this spectral feature represents a population in
transition which has undergone substantial translation
during the period of photoexcitation.

The next feature is a rapid stage of reduction in the
optical density throughout this spectral region. This por
tion of the data is assigned to the process ofbond fission,
and emergence of the nascent fragments. It begins at the
peakof the excited-state absorption, near a delay time of
-100 fs, and continues up to a time delay of -300 fs. In a
previous report a simple mechanical model based on the
analytical analysis of Bersohn and Zewail" was pre
sented for underlining the feasibility of this assignment.
In the following section this assignment will be conclu
sively corroborated by elaborate quantum simulations.

The anisotropy decay is also consistent with assign
ment of the rapid transmission reduction as the stage of
bond fission. At very early times (r < 1 ps) overlapping
with this stage, a fast component of anisotropy loss is
observed (Fig. 8). This may be assigned to rapid loss of
orientational memory induced by deposition of excess
energy in the fragment rotational motions, and is fully
consistent with the much lower initial value of the aniso
tropy with respect to the value of0.3 in the case ofthe 308
nm bleach anisotropy.

We must now deal with the slowly evolving oscilla
tory phase of signal which follows. This feature must be
due to vibronic coherence either in the reactant ions or,
conversely, in the fragments. The main considerations
that guided our assignment of these oscillations are: (1)
The fact that the oscillatory portion of the data has an
induction period ofnearly halfa picosecond in delay time
and (2) the fact that these oscillations are at a frequency
which is substantially lowerthan that which characterizes
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relaxed ground-state vibrations of diiodide ions in solu
tion. These two points preclude a simple RISRS excita
tion of parent ions, or impulsive direct absorption into a
bound state of triiodide, as the mechanisms giving rise to
this portion of the data.

The modulation of the optical density must therefore
be attributed to a 'product' state. However, an excited
state of the parent ion intrinsically bound, or bound by
virtue of solvent caging, but which is not directly ac
cessed optically, would also answer this description. We
must ascertain whether the oscillations we observe are
due to coherent vibration of 13

- on an electronically
excited surface which is populated through a curve cross
ing, or of 1

2
- fragments which are excited through the

process of bond fission.
The photoselective experiments may serve to guide

the conclusions concerning this issue. The relaxation of
the transmission anisotropy of the red bandregion decays
much faster than that for the bleach at 308 om, which is
clearly a measure oftriiodide reorientation in the ground
state. This discrepancy points to the fact that the oscilla
tions must be a manifestation of vibronic coherence in a
substantially different species," In addition, if the vibra
tions observed were due to caging of an otherwise disso
ciative state, it seems unlikely that the vibrations would
dephase so slowly or exhibit such high frequencies."

In view of the above considerations, we attribute the
oscillations to coherently vibrating nascent 12- fragments,
produced by direct photodissociation of 13- , First and
foremost, diiodide ions are expected to exhibit a broad
absorption band centered at 740 11m, which is the wave
length of maximal transient absorption observed. This
substantially smaller ion could reorient much faster than
triiodide, explaining the faster decay of transmission
anisotropy.

This assignment is given outstanding support by the
opposed phase ofthe observed oscillations in the trans
mission ofdelayed probe pulses at 620 and 880 nm. Due
to the bound-to-free nature of the 740-nm absorption
band, the resonance frequency is a steep function of the
internuclear distance. For a coherent wavepacket whose
motion consists of periodic lengthening and shortening
of the average internuclear distance, the resonance fre
quency Am.,. will accordingly be periodically red- and
blue-shifted. At the endpoint of the vibration where the
internuclear distance is maximized, the entire spectrum
will beshifted to the red. Am.,. will beshifted closer to the
probe pulses at 880 nm and they will suffer enhanced
attenuation. In contrast, at this point the absorption maxi
mum has shifted the farthest from 620 om, and therefore
the absorption will beat a minimum. Analogous consid
erations apply to the other endpoint of vibration. If we
accept this picture, then the damping of the modulations
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Fig. 13. Simulated absorption spectra associated with the near
IR band of ~-, for two vibrational population distributions: a
room temperature thermal distribution, and a800cm-1Gaussian
distribution, centered at v =17. See text for details.

dephased Gaussian population, 800 em:' wide (fwhm),
and centered at v = 17 (assuming a constant dipole
moment). This vibrational level is characterized by a
frequency near that detected in our experiments. We see
that after dephasing, a narrowly distributed population
centered at v=17absorbs quite widely, ranging from 0.55
to 1.3 microns, and has a double-humped appearance,
devoid of a central maximum at 740 om. These results
demonstrate vividly that cooling will cause a narrowing
ofthe near IR absorptionband, as we in fact observe in our
experiments (Fig. 7). However, the sparse spectrum to be
obtained from our data lies qualitatively between the two
extremes depicted in the calculated spectra. It is possible
that a much broader distribution of vibrational levels is
produced through the photolysis, including low vibra
tional levels, giving rise to the high absorption at the
central frequency.

Molecular dynamics simulations are underway to gain
quantitative information concerning the vibronic distri
bution generated by photolysis, and a preliminary com
munication has been published." In these simulations
rapid solvent-induced relaxation of all forms of fragment
energy is found, and the calculations serve to demonstrate
the central role played by the solvent in molding the
vibronic state of the fragments. It is instructive to relate
these results to the behavior expected of an isolated ion
given the same model of intermolecular forces both in the
ground and excited states. Quantum mechanical simula
tions conducted for this purpose will be presented in the
next section.

2.752.251.75
Energy lev]

1.250.75

E
L

is the laser photon energy, e
i
the vibrational energy

of the initial state cI>(O), and cI>(t) is this initial wave
function propagated after instantaneous promotion at
t =0 on the excited potential. In the calculation we used
quantum mechanical time domain propagationtechniques.
The eigenstates for ground-state diiodide were calculated
using the potential in Fig. I by the relaxation method."
Following this, the wavepackets were propagated on the
excited state by using the Chebychev propagation
scheme." The correlation functions calculated were trans
formed according to eq 3 to obtain the spectrum. The
spectra of different incoherent distributions is then calcu
lated by a weighted superposition of these results. We
again stress that in these calculations the diiodide gas
phase potential curves were used, slightly shifted in
energy in order to obtain agreement with the resonance
frequency, and only the red absorption band was consid
ered.

In Fig. 13 we depict two absorption spectra, one of a
thermal room temperature distribution, and the otherofa

must give a time scale for dephasing of this coherence.
We will not give a complete account of this aspect here,
but as elaborated upon elsewhere, the observed time scale
indicates that solvent-induced pure dephasing must be
playing a major role in this process.

The fast spectral narrowing of the red diiodide band,
which is observed on a 4-ps time scale following the
dephasing of the oscillations, is - according to our
interpretation - the result ofvibrational relaxation of the
nascent fragments. It is in general accordance with vibra
tional relaxation times measuredfor solvated ions such as .
azide in water," and for dipolar molecules in polar
solvents as derived from simulations." It is also consis
tent with recent caging and recombination experiments
on 1

2
- in a series of polar solvents, conducted by Barbara

and coworkers.vOne must also keep in mind that at some
of the probed wavelengths, spectral density due to highly
vibrationally excited 1

3
- could be present.'

One would like at this point to say something more
quantitative about the nascent 1

2
- vibrational distribution.

The vibrational distribution of the daughter ions after
dephasing should manifest itself in the shape of the
absorption band. In order to gain an elementary apprecia
tion of the nascent diiodide vibrational distribution, we
presentcalculatedabsorption spectraofvarious dephased
vibrational populations, to compare with the transmis
sion data.

The absorption cross section, 0' A' for the diiodide
eigenstates as initial states, was calculated by Heller's
time-dependent formalism according to eq 3:39

O'A(EL) ee ~~-+fL(cI>(O)lcI>(t» exp[i(EL + e)tlh]dt (3)
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Fig. 14. Transient transmission data (magic angle configura
tion) for two wavelengths within the near IR diiodide band, and
inverse transient changes of log transmission at the pump
frequency. The data scans werenonnalized in order to demon
strate the identical kinetic behavior from -10ps onwards. In the
inset, an enlargement of the initial features is shown.
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oms, and that from this delay time diiodide fragments
make up for 100% of the dissociated~-. At later delays
diffusion-controlled processesof diiodideformation and
disproportionation occur, but these stages are not ob
servedhere.

We are relying here on transmission data at a single
wavelength to characterize the changesin triiodide con
centrations. Such an approach led to erroneousconclu
sions in early ultrafast work on iodine recombination
dynamics, due to the fact that the rate-determining step
for absorptionreplenishment was vibronicand not elec
tronicrelaxation. Thiscomplication isalleviatedherefor
thelongrecombination components, due to therapidrate
of vibrational relaxation in the ionic species we are
probing.

Givenour lackofdetailedinfonnationconcerning the
topology of triiodide potentialsurfaces, specificmecha
nisms for recombination in the triiodidecase cannotbe
givenat this stage.Thesimplestscenariois that therapid
decaycomponent at 308 omis due toprimary recoupling
of thefragments directlyfromdiiodideandiodineatoms,
followed by vibrational relaxation. This would require
the groundstate to correlate to these fragments, or low
lyingcurvecrossingswhichfacilitate therecombination.
Theremainingpopulation has separatedandrecombines
more slowly.

Withinthis conceptual framework, it is interesting to
compare the resultsof UV transients recordedfor solu-

UVTransients
The transition to oscillations at 110 em:' in the near

UV data must be associatedwith the Resonance Impul
siveStimulated RamanScattering (RISRS) excitation of
the symmetric stretching mode of the triiodide ground
state.1a-h The impulsive natureof the excitation process
allowstheburningofa 'coherenthole' intheground-state
triiodideeigenstates, creatingan oscillatinglinear com
binationof statesthat subsequently evolvesperiodically
at the stretchingfrequency. This modulation is manifest
inallofournearUVprobingexperiments, andaccording
tothe describednatureof thisprocess,thespectralmodu
lationsproducedare retraceable back to the zeroof delay
time. We would like to emphasize the point that in the
sample there are two different chemical species which
vibrate coherently, the nascentdiiodide fragments, and
thetriiodideremaining onthegroundelectronicstate,due
to different excitation mechanisms. We note here, in
passing, that we found the relative depth of our RISRS
modulation in the UV to be dependent on the pump
power.Wedeferanalysisof this result to a laterpublica
tion that will deal with this processexplicitly.

Asidefromthismanifestation of the impulsive nature
of our photoexcitation stage, the UV transients contain
information concerning geminate recombination. The
fastcomponentof UV absorption replenishment may be
associatedwithgeminaterecombination of 13-, followed
by vibrational relaxation on its ground state. The time
scale of this combined process is consistent with the
accumulatingdataonratesofprimarygeminaterecombi
nationin iodine,andwithvibrational relaxation timesof
ionic speciesin polar solvents.

Beforediscussing thepathwaysof recombination, we
must establish the limiting quantum yield for diiodide
production. Concentrating on our results for ethanol for
the purposeof thisexercise,thisvalueiscalculatedat -10
psof delay. At thisdelay the veryrapid signalvariations
havesubsided, and vibrational relaxation in thediiodide
is complete. By comparing the ratio (aOD,4/e[I2-],40om)
to (~OD308om/£[I3-]308DD1)' using the publishedextinction
coefficients of di- and triiodide ions,10,24 we find that
within experimental error, nearly 100% of the
unrecombinedtriiodidehasdissociatedtoproducediiodide
fragments. In order to further test the plausibility that13
replenishment mayproceedviathereverseof eq I atlong
delay times, we have compared the long time decay
kinetics of triiodide OD with normalized absorption
decays at wavelengths associatedwith the red 12- band.
This is depicted in Fig. 14. It is seen that within our
experimental error, the normalized decay kinetics are
identical.Thisdemonstrates thatreplenisbmentoftriiodide
absorption from 10psonwardis solelyachievedthrough
the geminate recombination of diiodide and iodine at-
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tionsin the two alcohols reported. The mainconclusion
is that theheaviersolventis moreeffective in cagingthe
dissociation fragments and inducing primary geminate
recombination. This result is particularly interesting in
lightof thefact thattheincrease inthemassof thealcohol
molecules is accompanied by a reduction in the polarity
of the solvent. It seemsthatfor thehomologous seriesof
alcohols, the solventmass,and not its long-range attrac
tive interaction with the solute, determines the caging
efficiency. This is in agreement with the recombination
experiments of diiodide ionsin similarsolvents." A full
studyof solvent dependence is beingconducted andwill
shortlybe reported.

PHOTODISSOCIAnON CALCULAnONS
Starting quantitative analysis of our results requires a
simplified model describing the ~- ground and excited
potentialenergysurfaces, and thenonadiabatic coupling
between these surfaces. These potential surfaces are a
function of the 13- coordinates, stretchesand bends,and
all solventdegrees of freedom. Abinitiopotential energy
surfaces for the full system are extremely difficult to
calculateduetothelargenumberofvalenceelectronsand
the largespinorbitcoupling in iodine. The resultof this
complicated electronic structure is reflectedin theover
lapping absorption bands of 1

3
- , The complicated elec

tronic structure of 1
3
- is also reflected in the electronic

structure of the photodissociation product 1
2
- , where a

multitude of excited states has been calculated, even
leavingout the influence of the solution.

The simulation of thedynamics of this systemcanbe
approached either classically or quantum mechanically.
Due to the heavymassesof the photodissociatlng frag
ments involved, it is tempting to assume that quantum
effects are minor and to use classical mechanics. This
approach is explored by Benjamin et al,? who have
constructed a fullmolecular dynamics simulation on the
samepotential energysurface,including thesolvent. The
mainresultsof theclassical simulations are thatboththe
vibrational and translational excessenergiesare relaxed
onpicosecond timescales, andthatthecoherentvibration
of thefragment ionsisobservable throughtheabsorption
probingschemeemployedin the experiment, in spiteof
the verystrongcoupling of theproductsand thesolvent.

In thispaperwewanttoexplorea quantum approach.
The heavy masses involved mean very large momenta
whose quantum calculations are extremely time-con
suming. Nevertheless quantum effects are manifest, in
particularin thelargedispersion thewavefunction exhib
its in the dynamics. The choiceof a quantumsimulation
stemsalsofrom ourintention inthefuturetoineludeafull
simulation of radiative coupling of the ground and ex
cited potentials with intense laser pulses. Before actual

calculations can take place, a drastic reduction in the
complexity of the systemis required. The first assump
tion is that the iodinedegrees of freedom arekinetically
separated fromthe solvent. This isprobably trueonlyfor
veryshorttimes. Butthisassumptionwillbeusedthrough
outthecalculation. Alongtimedescription hastoinclude
dephasing and dissipation caused by the solvent. Tbis
requires the solution of the Liouville-von Neumann
equation, a projectwhichwill be reportedseparately. A
secondassumption is to considera collinear model of ~-
Thisis justifiedsince thegroundstateof 13- is collinear

and no bending overtones are observedin the RR spec
trum.Thethirdandmostdrasticassumption is collapsing
all the excited state potentials into one representative
potential energysurface.

This potential was fitted to a LEPS functional form,
adjustedtoan12- asymptotic channelproducing an iodine
fragment in the (2PII2) state.The verticaltransition from
the groundstate was adjustedto theblue band of the 13

absorption spectrum, and theslopeof thepotential in the
symmetric stretchdirection wasadjusted semiclassically
to give an absorption width comparable to that of the
experimental spectrumforaroomtemperature dephased
population. Thepotential parameters areshowninTab)e
2. It shouldbe notedthat the vertical transition pointbas
an excessenergyof -0.4 eV abovethe three-body disso
ciation limit. The photodissociation process was simu
lated on the assumption of a weak, coherent, and infi
nitelyshortexcitation pulse.Strong pulseeffectscanalso
be simulated andarecurrently beinginvestigated. Using
a formulation originatedby Gordonand HeUer, the pro
cess is simulated by placing the ground surface wave
function on theexcitedpotential. Theweakfieldabsorp
tionspectrum isobtainedby theFouriertransform of the
autocorrelation function. The final state distribution is
obtained by energetically analyzing the asymptotic
wavefunction for the 1

3
- system and harmonic ground

statepotentialwas used for the symmetric and antisym
metric stretchmodes.

The harmonic ground surface potential leads to a
Gaussian ground-state wavefunction (theparameters are
showninTable2).Thepropagationontheexcitedsurface
wascarriedoutonagridby theChebychevmethod, using
theFourierscheme forevaluating theHamiltonian opera
tor." Theparametersof thegridandsimulation timesteps
aresummarized inTable2.Figure15showssnapshotsof
thewavefunction atdifferenttimesaftertheinitialpacket
was placedon the excitedsurface. The initialmotionis
alongthesymmetric stretch. Thestriking featureisalarge
dispersion along the antisymmetric stretchexhibitedby
thewavefunction, whichis approximately 2 Aafter200
fs. This dispersion eventually leads the wave function
into the asymptotic channels with negligible amplitude
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Table 2. Parameters for the 1
3
- potential surfaces, and control

parameters for the simulations

Ground state potential for 1
3

-

-----------------
I"'!(I _ n=2.97 A O>SYM, =110 em:' O>ASYM = 149 em:'

Excited state potential for ~-; (LEPS potential) - - - -
-----------------
II"'! =3.23 A 31"'! =2.983 A
I~ = 1.16 A-I 3~ = 1.00 A-I

ID = 1.1 eV 3D= 1.009 eV

Control parameters for simulation

Llx= /}"y =0.Q1739 au
Dimensions of grid = 1024 x 1024
Basic time step, /}"t = 1000 au
Order of Chebychev polynomials, 238

into the three-body dissociation channel, although this
channel is energetically allowed. Even before a detailed
evaluation of these results begins, our conclusions con
cerning the assignment ofthe first - 300 fs to the initial act
of bond fission gain support. We see that the first 12,000
au go by before substantial 'filling' oftheasymptoticexit
channels begins.

From the two-dimensional plots of the wavepacket at
various delay times, it appears that at delays of t=14,000
au and onward (Figs. lSd-f), 'I' is dispersed quite evenly
over all accessible internuclear distances of the diatomic
fragment. At the longest delay time of 20,000 (-0.5 ps),
at different points along the exit channel, there is bunch
ing up of the packet both at short and long 1

2
- radii, and a

continued influx of population from the direction of the
three-body dissociation rift. In order to make sense of this
complex wavefunctioo we have reduced the wave packet
in one dimension, and produced a histogram ofP(R), the
probability for fragment diiodide ions to be distanced by
internuclear radius R, at various delay times. This series
ofhistograms is shown in Fig. 16. We see that in spite of
the fact that 'late comers', or those portions of the wave
function that enter the dissociation channel after
t =16,000, are still entering the channel throughout the
delays studied, the influx is steadily reduced. The portion
of dissociating systems which entered directly at early
times has already experienced an intramolecular 'colli
sion' , and reextended to the large radius turning point of
the motion. This point in the evolution of the system
corresponds to a delay for which the classical simulations
demonstrate a maximum in the 'red' absorption at 880
om.

In order to evaluate the distribution of vibrational
energies in the fragment ions within the exit channel, the
portion of the wave packet described in Fig. 16 was
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resolved into eigenstates at two delays - at 14,000 and
20,000 au. These distributions are depicted in Fig. 17.We
see that the population offragment ions produceddirectly
at early times produces a very wide distribution maxi
mized at rather high quanta of -v =40. The 'late-comers'
make a completely different contribution to the distribu
tion which is very localized in vibronic eigenspace, with
an acute maximum above v = 42. In either case the
average portion of excess energy into vibration agrees
very well with the prediction of 25% derived from kine
matic considerations alone.

To begin with, the excess vibrational energy deposited
in the diiodide fragment is much higher than is expected
by any of the criteria we have previously discussed, such
as the frequency of the coherence or the breadth of the
absorption spectrum. This is not surprising since we have
not included the influence of the solvent. It is, however,
tempting to speculate how the seemingly distinct two
populations, the 'early- and late-comers' should fare
upon encounter with the solvation layer, and vis-a-vis the
preparation ofcoherence in diiodide fragments. The MD
simulations of this and of previous systems demonstrate
that by far the most rapidly dephased and dissipated
motion in solution will be fragment translation.>" The
population which decides early on which pair of iodine
nuclei will bediiodide, will from that point on vibrationally
evolve relatively independently of the solvent, and aside
from the question of recombination via curve crossing,
which is not addressed here, the translations will be of
little consequence thereafter. These early-comers will
therefore behave similarly if not identically in gas phase
and solution with respect to vibrational coherence.

The late-comers, in contrast, continueto evolve as if
all intramolecular motion were translation. This should
lead to a total crash of the system into the solvent shell,
leading to extensive energy transfer and dephasing ofthis
portion of the wave function, which in our isolated ion
model forays deep into the region of three-atom separa
tion, before settling into a two-body dissociation. For this
reason we believe that upon solvation any coherence in
vibration must be due predominantly to the early-formed
diiodide ions, and the more delayed dissociation should
produce relatively cold and dephased fragments.

This expectation is borne out partially by the MD
simulations discussed," but here we have only consid
ered the role played by the solvents' strong repulsive
interaction. The static and dynamic effects of the attrac
tive polar interactions could also strongly influence the
stage of charge rearrangement which accompanies the
entranceofthe reaction channel," The stabilizationofthe
newly-formed and negatively-charged diiodide by
strongly polar solvents could effectively 'sharpen' the
wedge dividing the two exit routes, thus enhancing the
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Fig. 15. A series of snapshots of the evolving wave packet following instantaneous photoexcitation at t = O.The wave function
is depicted as contours connecting points where "1'21has equal values. The division of the function into contours is normalized to
the peak value of1'IPI, and along with the wave function we have also depicted equipotentialcontoursofthe reactive LEPS potential.
The time delay is given for each snapshot in au.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have reported femtosecond time-re
solved transient transmissionexperiments following pho
tolysis of triiodide ions in polar solvents. Through our
experiments we have been able to characterize the time
scales for coherentevolution and relaxation ofall diiodide
fragment motions. By probing the evolution of transmis
sion in the parent ion absorption band, we demonstrated
that impulsive photoexcitation leads to a strong coherent
vibration of the triiodide ions left in the ground state. A
fast component in the bleach decay which is assigned to
primary recombination followed by vibrational relax
ation of ground-state triiodide ions is found to appear
more strongly in the recombination of photolyzed triiodide
in heavy alcohols. As a first stage in quantitative analysis
of this reaction, we introduced a simplified model for the
reactive potential surface. Quantum simulations on this
surface support our tentative assignment for the spectro
scopic signature of the stage of bond fission. They have
raised intriguing elementary questions concerning .the
flow of energy during this reaction, and serve as a zero
order approximation of the dissociation in solution.

An especially noteworthy result that we wish to stress
is the demonstration of nuclear phase coherence conser
vation throughout the stage of bond fission to the sepa
rated dissociation fragments. This coherence stems di
rectly from the act of impulsive photoexcitation which
selects a well-defined coherent superposition in reactant
phase space, and is observable exclusively in the time
domain. Scrutiny of the amplitude and phase of the
coherent product vibration may provide important new
information concerning the reactive potential surfaces
and interaction with the solvent. A preliminary report of
classical simulations of triiodide dissociation indicates
that this is in fact the case."
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early choice of the diiodide fragment, and enhancing the
coherence in the nascent fragment distribution. Finally,
when judging our simulation results it is important to
remember that the very wide initial energy distribution
which is generated in the triiodide by the 'instantaneous'
excitation may strongly exaggerate the degree of disper
sion experienced by the reactive wave packet. A contin
ued effort to combine both the quantum and classical
approaches, including attention to the real finite dura
tions of our pulses, and variation of the surrounding sol
vent, is underway to answer these and many other funda
mental questions concerning dynamics of this reaction in
solution.

Fig. 17. A resolution into eigenstates of the portion of the wave
function which has reached the exit channel at two delay times,
14,000 (solid line) and 20,000 (dashed line) au. See text for
details.
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Fig. 16. An overlay of histograms depicting the probability of
nascent diiodide fragments to be at a certain internuclear dis
tance, within the asymptotic exit channel. Histograms are given
for four delay times designated in the figure.
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